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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, When Isla Meets Luke
Meets Isla, Rhian Tracey, 'I didna want to leave really. I wanted to push the red emergency button
like they have on trains to stop and you have to pay a fifty pound fine if you didna mean it. I wanted
to make the pilot turn the plane around. I wanted to go back to ma school. I didn't even know what
Maidstone looked like. It sounded grey. Grey, dull and dreary. No music, no Castle, no Firth of Forth,
no Lucy, no Helen, no Saturdays into Princes Street on the bus for GBP1, we get on for half I folded
ma arms, arranging ma face into a permanent sulk with a clear 'No Entry' sign on it.' Isla moves
down with her parents from Scotland to England and instantly feels herself in an alien land. But
then she meets Luke and slowly their friendship blossoms into love. Each chapter reveals the
alternate viewpoints of Isla and Luke - Isla the motormouth, Luke more measured. With the
potential to appeal to both boys and girls, this is a brilliant first novel from a very talented author,
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Reviews
Definitely among the finest pdf I actually have at any time read through. It is one of the most amazing pdf i actually have study. I discovered this ebook
from my i and dad recommended this pdf to find out.
-- Turner Stiedemann
It is simple in study easier to comprehend. It is one of the most awesome ebook i have read through. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of
your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Clint Sporer
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